Text Level Indicators

According to research, there are different behaviors that a student will exhibit at each A-Z text level. The following describes the behaviors that a child may demonstrate at each text level. There are also examples of what each text level may look like.

Readers at Level A:

• Recognize letters and their sounds
• Point to words while reading
• Use picture to support understanding
• Know the difference between words and pictures
• One sentence per page with simple words
• Read easy, high frequency words (the, a, I, and, is, can, in, it)

Readers at Level B:

• Follow a sentence over 2 lines of text
• Continue to point to words while reading
• Recognize pattern throughout story
• Reread to fix reading mistakes
• Read, easy high frequency words (the, and, my, like, see, is, can, it)
Readers at Level C:

- Read simple stories with 2-6 lines of text on page
- Notice repeated lines & phrases
- Begin to follow text with eyes, rather than pointing
- Use strategies to help understanding
- Begin to correct reading mistakes
- Read easy, high frequency words (the, and, like, see, here, look, is, can, in, it)

Readers at Level D:

- Read fiction and simple non-fiction
- Continue to follow text with eyes, rather than pointing
- Read text with fewer lines of repeated words
- Read compound words (ex: newspaper, sandbox) and words ending in -ing
- Continue to correct reading mistakes
- Read easy, high frequency words (at, an, am, do, go, he, in, like, me, my, no, see, so, to, up, we)
Readers at Level E:

- Read books with 3-8 lines of text
- Follow text with eyes, rather than pointing
- Read texts that require more attention for understanding
- Follow punctuation correctly
- Take apart long words
- Rely on meaning from the text, rather than pictures
- Read fluently
- Read easy, high frequency words (at, an, am, do, go, he, in, like, me, my, no, see, so, to, up, we, look, hers, this)

---

Readers at Level F:

- Begin to understand genres (fiction, non-fiction, etc.)
- Read and understand dialogue in text
- Read words with multiple syllables (ex: disappear, unhappy)
- Understand contractions (ex: can’t= cannot), possessives (ex: Rob’s car)
- Automatically read high frequency words (all, are, be, but, for, got, had, of, on, then, this, your)
Readers at Level G:

- Continue to understand different genres
- Read 3-8 lines of text per page; text is smaller
- Read difficult words by using letter/sound information, thinking of familiar words, taking apart words
- Read text with a few challenging vocabulary words
- Automatically read high frequency words (all, are, be, but, for, got, had, of, on, then, this, your)

Readers at Level H:

- Read longer text with more challenging vocabulary
- Read difficult words by using letter/sound information, thinking of familiar words, taking apart words
- Begin to read new books silently
- Read aloud without pointing to words
- Automatically read high frequency words (come, came, from, her, him, his, one, out, said, saw, she, that, their, there, they, was, went, were, with)
Readers at Level I:

- Read short texts (8-16 pages) & easy chapter books (40-60 pages)
- Understand longer sentences of more than 10 words
- Read many texts silently, without pointing to words
- Automatically read a large amount of high frequency words (from all previous levels & more)
- Reads out loud & sounds like normal speaking (not like a robot)
- Reads out loud & sound like an actor (pauses, reads with expression)

Fox decided to speak to the wax man.
"Good evening, sir," she said. "Will you please give me a chicken?"

The wax man smiled, but it did not answer.

Fox was upset. She said loudly, "Mister! I want a chicken now!"

Again, the wax man did not answer.
Readers at Level J:

- Read many types of texts (informational text, short chapter books, simple biographies)
- Understand a large number of longer sentences
- Use strategies to figure out hard words (go back and reread, use picture clues, find smaller words inside the bigger word, etc.)
- Read silently during independent reading
- Automatically read a large number of high frequency words (from all previous levels & more)
- Read out loud & sound like normal speakers (not like a robot)
- Read out loud & sound like an actor (pauses, reads with expression)
Readers at Level K:

- Read many types of texts (biographies, informational texts, realistic fiction, fantasy, traditional literature, simple)
- Read many illustrated chapter books
- Must remember many details
- Understand dialogue and the use of quotation marks (" ")
- Books have many characters that change a little in the story
- Read stories with diverse cultures
- Use strategies to figure out hard words (go back and reread, use picture clues, find smaller words inside the bigger word, use word parts like prefixes/suffixes etc.)
- Read silently during independent reading, but can read fluently aloud
- Automatically read a large number of high frequency words (from all previous levels)
- Read out loud & sound like normal speakers (not like a robot)
- Read out loud & sound like an actor (pauses, reads with expression)

Andy and Granny Webb decided to see how the caterpillar liked his new home in the science center. Dolores Starbuckie wandered over, too.

"I'll be the teacher," said Dolores, pointing to a picture on the wall.

"What is this, Granny Webb?"

"I believe that that is a Musca domestica, Dolores," said Granny.

"Wrong," said Dolores. "This is a picture of a housefly."
Readers at Level L:

- Read easy chapter books with less pictures
- Read short informational & fiction books
- Read slower or faster - depending on the book
- Learn new concepts through reading
- Use what they already know to help their reading
- Use pictures and text to help understand
- Connect known facts to new information
- Understand difficult ideas
- Understand a large number of words (plurals, contractions, possessives, multi-syllable words, content-specific words, technical words)
- Understand difficult sentences
- Read silently during independent reading
- Read out loud & sound like normal speakers (not like a robot)
- Read out loud & sound like an actor (pauses, reads with expression)

They squeezed into the closet.
“This is a tight fit,” said Amelia Bedelia.
“We can’t walk at all,” said Angela.
“I can’t even breathe,” said Andrew.
“Mom will have to walk in by herself.
Let’s get out of here.”
Readers at Level M:

- Know the characteristics of different genres (realistic fiction, fantasy, informational text, traditional literature, biography, etc.)
- Read fiction chapter books, such as series books (ex: *Junie B. Jones*) or mysteries
- Read fiction texts that have many characters that change in the story
- Read shorter non-fiction texts on one topic
- Understand difficult sentences
- Read silently during independent reading
- Read out loud & sound like normal speakers (not like a robot)
- Read out loud & sound like an actor (pauses, reads with expression)

“Presidents’ Day means you see flags.”
“It means we don’t have school on Monday,” said Webster.
“It means you can buy stuff on sale, because presidents are on money,” said Heather S.
“Let’s not give away all our ideas,” said Mrs. D. “I want everybody to write one page about what Presidents’ Day means to you.”
“Can we draw something, too?” asked Lucy.
“Can we write a poem?” asked Sophie of the Elves.
“Can we dress up?” asked Stink.
Readers at Level N:

- Process short fiction stories, chapter books, short informational texts, series books (*ex: most *Amber Brown books*) or mysteries
- Read fiction texts that have many characters that change in the story
- Read non-fiction texts on many related topics
- Automatically use strategies (find smaller words inside the bigger word, use word parts like prefixes/suffixes, etc.)
- Read & understand descriptive words
- Slow down to understand or search for information
- Understand difficult sentences
- Read silently at a good rate
Readers at Level O:

- Know the characteristics of most genres
- Read chapters books, shorter informational texts, mysteries, series books (ex: *The Boxcar Children*), books with sequels, or short stories
- Read fiction stories with many characters that change throughout the story
- Read nonfiction texts that give information on many related topics
- Understand difficult sentences and words
- Figure out new vocabulary words by using clues
- Read fluently, like an actor would sound

---

his eyeglasses out of his pocket and put them on. "Freckles," he said finally. "Just freckles."

"Are you sure?"

Mr. Pangalos' round nose twitched, and he sniffed the air. "Chocolate?" he said, "Have they brought the chocolate milk upstairs already?"

"Forget the milk," she cried. "Look! Now he has them on his face!"

"Oh, no!" said Henry.

"Oh, yes!" said Mrs. Kimmelfarber.

"Oh, my," said Mr. Pangalos. "And they weren't there before?"

"No. Two minutes ago that boy's face was as clear as day. And now...."

Henry felt as if his heart were about to drop into his shoes. He swallowed hard and stared at the two teachers, who were staring at his face.

"Little brown spots all over," said Mrs. Kimmelfarber. "And I see more of them coming out even as we speak."

A tear, just one, welled up in Henry's right eye and began to trickle down his cheek, running slowly in and out of the little brown spots.

---

Chapter 4

Pop!

Dirty breeches germs, Nurse Molly Farthing would often say, and germs have a nasty way of making healthy people ill. Naturally, the infirmary of P.S. 123 was always spotless because Nurse Molly Farthing wouldn't have it any other way. And naturally, as Mrs. Kimmelfarber and Henry rushed through the door that morning, she made both of them go back and wipe their feet on the mat.

"And don't bring any of your cocoa in here," Nurse Farthing added. She sniffed the air loudly.

"Cocoa?" said Mrs. Kimmelfarber.
Readers at Level P:

- Know the characteristics of most genres
- Read chapters books, shorter informational texts, mysteries, series books (ex: most Magic School Bus Books), books with sequels, short stories
- Read fiction stories with many characters that change throughout the story
- Read non-fiction texts that give information on new topics
- Understand mature themes (race, language, culture, etc.)
- Make sense of new vocabulary words
- Read silently for the most part
- Read fluently, like an actor would sound
Readers at Level Q:

- Automatically read and understand characteristics of most genres, including biographies on new topics, chapter books, shorter informational texts, mysteries, series, books with sequels, short stories.
- Read fiction stories with many characters that change throughout the story
- Make sense of new vocabulary words
- Look for information in pictures, photographs, maps, charts, etc.
- Can break words into syllables
- Read silently for the most part
- Understand texts with different layouts
- Look for information in pictures, photographs, maps, charts, etc.

I don’t know how long the person knocks around front.  
Finally a face appears at the back door. “Mrs. Faulstich?”  
Ma makes her way across the kitchen.  
“Mrs. Faulstich, my name is Geneva Long. Is this a good time for a visit?”  
Geneva Long is a big woman. Nearly as big as Ma.  
Ma says, “Come on, come right on in, Geneva.”  
For a stranger, Geneva sure looks at home in our kitchen.  
Ma’s hands are moving fast, clearing a place for Geneva at the kitchen table. “You live nearby, Geneva?”  
“Not far,” Geneva says. “I come past here twice a day on my way to and from work. I tried calling before I came, give y’all some warning. I’m a home health nurse.”  
“We don’t have a phone,” I say.  
“What’s a home help nurse?” Lulu asks.  
Geneva smiles at Lulu. It’s a real nice smile. “I
Readers at Level R:

- Automatically read and understand characteristics of most genres, including biographies on new topics, fantasies, chapter books, shorter informational texts, mysteries, series, books with sequels, short stories, diaries, & logs.
- Read fiction stories with many characters that change throughout the story
- Make sense of new vocabulary words
- Look for information in pictures, photographs, maps, charts, etc.
- Can break words into syllables
- Read silently for the most part
- Use strategies to figure out difficult words
- Understand texts with different layouts
Readers at Level S:

- Automatically read and understand characteristics of most genres, including biographies on new topics, fantasies, chapter books, shorter informational texts, mysteries, series, books with sequels, short stories, diaries, & logs.
- Read fiction stories with many characters that change in the story
- Understand hard sentences and words
- Read silently for the most part
- Can break words into syllables
- Understand texts with different layouts
- Look for information in pictures, photographs, maps, charts, etc.
Readers at Level T:

- Automatically read and understand characteristics of most genres, including biographies on new topics, fantasies, chapter books, shorter informational texts, mysteries, series, books with sequels, short stories, diaries, logs, fantasies, myths & legends.
- Read longer texts with many lines of print that require the reader to remember lots of information
- Read silently for the most part
- Can break words into syllables
- Use strategies to figure out difficult words
- Look for information in pictures, photographs, maps, charts, etc.
- Use what they already know to understand a text
Readers at Level U:

- Automatically read and understand characteristics of most genres, including biographies on new topics, fantasies, chapter books, shorter informational texts, mysteries, series, books with sequels, short stories, diaries, logs, fantasies, myths & legends.
- Read longer texts with many lines of print that require the reader to remember lots of information
- Read silently for the most part
- Can break words into syllables
- Use strategies to figure out difficult words
- Search for and use information in a text
- Look for information in pictures, photographs, maps, charts, etc.

Chapter Twenty-five: a vicious circle

MIGGERY SOW called the man who purchased her Uncle, as he said she must. And also, as he said she must, Mig tended Uncle's sheep and cooked Uncle's food and scrubbed Uncle's kettle. She did all of this without a word of thanks or praise from the man himself.

Another unfortunate fact of life with Uncle was that he very much liked giving Mig what he referred to as a "good clout to the ear." In fairness to Uncle, it must be reported that he did always inquire whether or not Mig was interested in receiving the clout.

Their daily exchanges went something like this:

Uncle: "I thought I told you to clean the kettle."
Mig: "I cleaned it. Uncle, I cleaned it good."
Uncle: "Ah, it's filthy. You'll have to be punished, won't ye?"
Mig: "Gor, Uncle, I cleaned the kettle."
Uncle: "Are ye saying that I'm a liar, girl?"
Mig: "No, Uncle."
Uncle: "Do ye want a good clout to the ear, then?"
Mig: "No, thank you, Uncle. I don't."

Alas, Uncle seemed to be as entirely unconcerned with what Mig wanted as her mother and father had been. The discussed clout to the ear was always delivered... delivered, I am afraid, with a great deal of enthusiasm on Uncle's part and received with absolutely no enthusiasm at all on the part of Mig.

These clouts were alarmingly frequent. And Uncle was scrupulously fair in paying attention to both the right and left side of Miggery Sow. So it was that after a time, the young Mig's ears came to resemble not so much ears as pieces of cauliflower stuck to either side of her head.

And they became about as useful to her as pieces of cauliflower. That is to say that they all but ceased their
Readers at Level V:

- Read and understand characteristics of most genres, including biographies on new topics, fantasies, chapter books, shorter informational texts, mysteries, series, books with sequels, short stories, diaries, logs, fantasies, myths & legends
- Read texts that are longer and involve remembering information
- Read silently for the most part
- Can break words into syllables
- Search for & use information in a text
- Look for information in pictures, photographs, maps, charts, etc.

Someday I’d like to be on that boat, I thought, to see what it would be like to look back at the land. I glanced at the railing that ran along the end of the pier. It was so low it would be hard to see from a ship.

“School,” Josie said. “Of course.” She put her hand on my shoulder. It was the hand holding the sea grass. I felt a soft scratch against my skin.

Josie’s legs were bare, with dainty spider veins showing, and her sllky shoes were soaked with snow and spray. I didn’t want the mustard woman to see them.

I opened the back door of the car and slid in, and we drove off, leaving Josie looking after us, her head tilted as she waved at me, the sea grass in her hand blowing in the wind.

“What’s going on here?” the mustard woman said.

“No school?”

I ran my tongue over my lips, trying to figure out the best lie I could. “I told her today was a holiday, teachers’ conference.”

The mustard woman shook her head. “And she believed that?” she said. “We’ll have to see about this.”

I reached into my pocket and held on to the shell. For the first time in my life, I thought, I’d really have to go to school. I’d have to if I wanted to stay at Josie’s.

My head was a round ball of wood, the sea grass, dried now, a swirl on top. Josie spent hours over it at the kitchen table, humming to herself, a tray of tiny knives spread out in front of her.

It was Monday, early in December, almost dark in the late afternoon. No Chinese dinner tonight. I was making a dish Izzy had taught me. “Special Deluxe,” she had said, and smiled at me. Chopped meat, ketchup, Worcestershire sauce, and cheese, spooned over hot rolls. Salad. Pound cake with confectioner’s sugar sifted over the top.

It was going to be a special deluxe evening. Beatrice was leaving the next morning for New Mexico, where
Readers at Level W:

- Automatically read and understand characteristics of most genres, including biographies on new topics, fantasies, chapter books, shorter informational texts, mysteries, series, books with sequels, short stories, diaries, logs, fantasies, myths & legends.
- Read about mature themes (abuse, poverty, war, etc.)
- Read silently for the most part
- Use tools such as glossaries, as well as what they already know to understand difficult words
- Search for & use information in a text
- Look for information in pictures, photographs, maps, charts, etc.
- Read texts that require knowing about history
Readers at Levels X, Y, & Z:

- Read and understand characteristics of all genres, including biographies on new topics, fantasies, chapter books, shorter informational texts, mysteries, series, books with sequels, short stories, diaries, logs, fantasies, myths & legends.
- Use critical thinking skills
- Read long texts with long sentences & paragraphs
- Understand mature themes (abuse, poverty, war, etc.)
- Read texts with many characters that change in the story
- Read silently for the most part
- Use what they know to understand a text
- Search for & use information in a text
- Look for information in pictures, photographs, maps, charts, etc.
- Read texts that require knowing about history & science

"So What Do You Say?"

He went back into the bedroom and opened the closet. Someone had been to his house in Chelsea. All his clothes were here, neatly hung up. He wondered what Crawley had told Jack. Presumably he would have made up some story to explain Alex's sudden disappearance. He took out a pair of Gap combat trousers, Nike sweatshirt and sneakers, got dressed, then sat on the bed and waited.

About fifteen minutes later there was a knock and the door opened. A young Asian woman in a nurse's uniform came in, beaming.

"Oh, you're awake. And dressed. How are you feeling? Not too groggy, I hope. Please come this way. Mr. Blunt is expecting you for lunch."

Alex hadn't spoken a word to her. He followed her out of the room, along a corridor and down a flight of stairs. The house was indeed Elizabethan, with wooden panels along the corridors, ornate chandeliers, and oil paintings of old bearded men in tunics and ruffs. The stairs led down into a tall galleryed room with a rug spread out over flagstones and a fireplace big enough to park a car in. A long, polished wooden table had been set for three. Alan Blunt and a dark, rather masculine woman sucking a peppermint were already sitting down. Mrs. Blunt?

"Alex." Blunt smiled briefly as if it was something he didn't enjoy doing. "It's good of you to join us."

Alex sat down. "You didn't give me a lot of choice."

"Yes, I don't quite know what Crawley was thinking"
How do I find books on my child’s independent text level at the public library?

Below are instructions for obtaining access to the Leveled Book List on the Sachem Website.


2. On the left side, click on the tab for “Curriculum and Instruction.”

3. Choose “Curriculum Tools” from the menu.


5. Clicking on each grade level will give you access to the following text levels:

   • Kindergarten: A-C
   • 1st Grade: C-I
   • 2nd Grade: H-M
   • 3rd Grade: L-P
   • 4th Grade: O-T
   • 5th Grade: S-W
   • 6th Grade & Up: V-Z